Financial Crime and Compliance
Management Cloud Service
Secure, scalable and cost-effective SaaS platform for a proactive approach
to fighting financial crime while meeting regulatory compliance
Enterprise-level technology customized for midsized
�nancial institutions

Oracle FCCM: Experience,
Expertise and Excellence

Delivering on its promise to help global �nancial institutions �ght
�nancial crime, Oracle now brings its enterprise-level technology,
expertise and experience to small and mid-sized �nancial institutions,
o�ering it as-a-Service.

25+ years of helping �nancial
institutions �ght �nancial crime
and ensuring a ‘safer world’
175+ large global Tier 1
�nancial institutions as clients

Oracle Financial Crime and Compliance Management (FCCM) Cloud
Service is the industry’s most comprehensive, integrated and one-stop
AML product suite providing end-to-end compliance solution across
the entire value chain and customer lifecycle, including Know Your
Customer (KYC), Customer Screening (CS), Transaction Monitoring
(TM) and Regulatory Reporting (RR) applications. The cloud service
comes with a modular design that lets �nancial institutions customize
it based on what, when and how they need it. The investigation and
reporting capabilities are further enhanced with a centralized case
manager supported by intuitive dashboards and reports.

1000+ employees dedicated

to �ght �nancial crime through
technology

$6.5 Bn. Annual R&D spend
on innovation

FCCM Cloud Service is delivered on Oracle’s next-generation cloud,
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) that is ahead of industry performance
curve in terms of reliability, security, agility and capabilities.

One-stop solution for all AML compliance needs

Pipeline Designer

KYC

KYC Cloud
Service

• Onboarding KYC checks
• Enhanced due diligence
• Continuous due diligence

CS

Customer
Screening
Cloud Service

• Sanctions and watchlist
screening
• PEP screening
• Adverse media screening
• Customer risk scoring

Collaborative, role-based work�ow
with complete auditability

TM

Transaction
Monitoring
Cloud Service

• Exhaustive and
con�gurable scenario
catalog
• Scenario execution
• Threshold simulator

Common Case Manager

RR

Regulatory
Reporting
Cloud Service

• Auto-generated narrative
• Friendly form with
pre-�lled �elds
• Direct �lling with FinCEN

Advanced search and
investigation tools

Stay ahead in the �ght against �nancial crime

Industry-leading innovation

Reduce false positives
• Con�gurable scenario authoring
• Con�gurable risk rating
• Threshold simulator that facilitates threshold tuning to accuracy
in alert generation
Reduce case workload
• Event correlation and prioritization
Faster and accurate investigations
• Centralize case management
• 360° view of alerts that facilitates be�er analysis of cases
• Comprehensive drill‑in/drill‑out capability for timely and e�cient investigation
• Be�er holistic view
Cut manual processes
• Flexible and advanced work�ow
• Automated/integrated SAR
• Reduced man hours in threshold tuning
• Pipeline designer that o�ers �exible and customizable scenario authoring
Comprehensive and Extensible Risk Assessments
• UBOs, External entities
• Screening against OFAC, WorldCheck, Watchlists, PEPs, Internal lists, etc.
Reduce compliance risk
• Agile and future-proof tool
• Scalable
• Con�gurable tools like scenario authoring, risk rating, matching engine
Lower costs resulting in faster ROI
• Economies of scale on SaaS platform
• Reduce total cost of ownership

Why Oracle?

40% reduction

in onboarding times

50% reduction

in investigation time

65% reduction
in false positives

30%

reduction
in audit costs

30% reduction
in case load

35%

reduction
in compliance costs

Let’s fight financial crime together and make the world a ‘safer place.’

Get started
Schedule a demo today

